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Updates

1. Intending College (Email from Amanda Spencer)
   COSM, CEHS, and COLA are moving from three student classifications down to two
   (eliminating INT). Those three colleges are starting to work on that now, moving their INT
   students to PRE (I asked them to run their lists to include Lake students as well). CECS will
   complete it by the end of the spring semester. CONH and RSCOB will take a little longer to
   implement. We are working with the Admissions Office to slowly stop students being admitted
   in the INT category.

2. Program Efficiency Review/Academic Re-Alignment Committee – Craig This

3. NSF Post-Doc—Craig This

4. Department/College/Campus Committee—Teresa Carroll

5. HR Subcommittee—Aaron Skira

New Items

1. IPEDS surveys—Aaron Skira
2. Demographic variables in self-service—Aaron Skira
3. FTE calculation—Craig This